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Don't Go To Jail!: Saul Goodman's
Guide To Keeping The Cuffs Off

Got the long arm of the law around your neck? Does Lady Justice have her eye on you? Were you
set up at a lineup? Saul Goodman can help! There are some crazy laws out there. Did you know
that in New Mexico, there's a law that says "idiots" can't vote? Or that Massachusetts still has a ban
on Quakers and witches? Or that in Georgia, it's illegal to put a donkey in a bathtub? Even if you're
not bathing a donkey (and hey, if you are, no judgment from me!), you could be breaking the law
right now and not even know it. That's why you need Don't Go to Jail! You can carry the advice of a
seasoned legal practitioner with you anywhere you go, helping you to stay out of the courts and in
the good graces of the criminal justice system. Want to be your own attorney? Want to avoid getting
hauled in on a warrant? Want to keep the cops from discovering the baggie of your "friend's"
marijuana stashed under the passenger seat of your car? This is your chance to get those tips and
many more savory bits of indispensable legal advice - all for much less than my usual hourly fee.
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I purchased the book expecting this to be something like a Stephen Colbert book where the book
focuses on the character with some facts trickled in. However, the book is pretty much the opposite.
The book is large amounts of information, with very little "Saul" personality trickled in.

This book is absolutely priceless, especially for all the fans of Better Call Saul and Breaking Bad. It
reads very easy, throws in great gab about how to do this and how to do that, and it makes the
judicial system out to be a joke in this country, of which we all know it is. Real life pointers make it a

smooth read and I am very satifisied with it!

As a Breaking Bad & Better Call Saul fan, I absolutely loved this book. Steve Huff masterfully
channels the, 'think outside the box' lawyer we've all come to know and love. I'ts chalk full of
Saulisms, those witty, working class truisms that Saul espouses. A fun read that will leave you
wanting more.

"Make the check out to Ice Station Zebra, strictly for tax purposes I assure you..."Saul doles out his
folksy wisdom from down on the farm, or something to that effect, in this novel. It's filled with
hilarious lines and "how to's" on how not to wind up in the slammer. Written from the perspective of
Saul dictating to a ghostwriter, you get the image in your head that Saul is sitting down, legs up on a
electric ankle massage machine sipping vodka and doling out all those little nuggets of
wisdom.Enjoy this book for what it is and you'll enjoy it for a dive into more Saul and his sense of
humor.If you're not a Breaking Bad or Better Call Saul fan then I'd say steer clear. Most of this won't
really seem like it has a huge point.Good read none the less, just not as box checking for those not
into the fandom.

This book is hilarious! Even if you don't enjoy reading, you'll find it hard to put down. You can totally
hear Saul's voice in your head as you read it. A must have for any Saul Goodman fan.

So good! Great companion to the show. Another good companion? The Better Call Saul podcast
Breaking Goodman on iTunes. Check it out.

This book is a well put together guide for everyday living to stay out of jail. Steve E. Huff is a pro. Me
and My family thoroughly enjoyed it. A lot of valuable information free.

Words to live bye.
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